OpenSCAP - Bug #14996

Missing error message for scap content create

05/11/2016 04:22 AM - Ondřej Pražák

Status: Duplicate
Priority: Normal
Assignee: 
Category: 
Target version: 
Difficulty: 
Pull request: No
Fixed in Releases: 
Found in Releases: 

Description

Steps to reproduce:
1) Shut down proxy with openscap feature
2) Try to create new scap content in UI
3) Scap content was not created but there is no error message in UI, it got only logged

2016-05-11T10:07:22 [app] [I] Processing by ScapContentsController#create as */*
2016-05-11T10:07:22 [app] [I] Parameters: {"utf8"=>"*", "authenticity_token"=>"?PuVo6O6L6S/GDUGMj1IPafTmT6JrhZmdVY0Y3ly2Kdy4R2OGK1zdE+OOOHYkfdnc9jNeN7cIs4Ao2KJ/hjw="", "scap_content"=>{"title"=>"custom content", "scap_file"=>"<ActionDispatch::UploadedFile:0x007f0365b4bd50 @tempfile=@/tmp/RackMultipart20160511-19060-1tcpcpx.xml>, @original_filename="ssg-firefox-ds.xml", @content_type="text/xml", @headers="Content-Disposition: form-data; name="scap_content[scap_file]"; filename="ssg-firefox-ds.xml"
Content-Type: text/xml">", "location_ids"=>["", "4"], "organization_ids"=>["", "1", "3"]}}
2016-05-11T10:07:22 [app] [D] Setting current user thread-local variable to admin
2016-05-11T10:07:22 [app] [D] Setting current organization thread-local variable to none
2016-05-11T10:07:22 [app] [D] Setting current location thread-local variable to none
2016-05-11T10:07:22 [app] [W] ProxyAPI operation FAILED
 | ProxyAPI::ProxyException: ERF12-2530 [ProxyAPI::ProxyException]: Unable to detect features ([Errno::ECONNREFUSED]: Connection refused - connect(2) for "foreman.example.com" port 9090) for proxy https://foreman.example.com:9090/features
 | /home/oprazak/projects/foreman/lib/proxy_api/features.rb:11:in `rescue in features'
 | /home/oprazak/projects/foreman/lib/proxy_api/features.rb:9:in `features'
 | /home/oprazak/projects/foreman_openscap/app/lib/proxy_api/available_proxy.rb:15:in `initialize'
 | /home/oprazak/projects/foreman_openscap/app/models/foreman_openscap/scap_content.rb:94:in `new'
 | /home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/relation/delegation.rb:46:in `each'
 | /home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/relation/delegation.rb:46:in `each'
 | /home/oprazak/projects/foreman_openscap/app/models/foreman_openscap/scap_content.rb:93:in `proxy_url'
 | /home/oprazak/projects/foreman_openscap/app/models/foreman_openscap/scap_content.rb:13:in `validate'
 | /home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:455:in `public_send'
 | /home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:455:in `block in make_lambda'
 | /home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:192:in `call'
 | /home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:192:in `block in simple'
 | /home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:504:in `call'
3rd party code:

```ruby
03/24/2022
```

| Location | Code
|----------|---
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:504` | in `block in call`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:504` | in `each`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:504` | in `andise_run_callbacks`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:92` | in `run_valid_callbacks`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:778` | in `run_validations!`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activemodel-4.2.6/lib/active_model/validations.rb:399` | in `run_validations!`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:504` | in `block in call`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:504` | in `each`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:504` | in `call`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:92` | in `__run_callbacks__`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activesupport-4.2.6/lib/active_support/callbacks.rb:778` | in `_run_validation_callbacks`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activemodel-4.2.6/lib/active_model/validations.rb:338` | in `valid?`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/validations.rb:58` | in `valid?`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/validations.rb:83` | in `perform_validations`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/validations.rb:37` | in `save`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/attribute_methods/dirty.rb:21` | in `save`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/transaction.rb:28` | in `save`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/transactions.rb:35` | in `transaction`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/transactions.rb:34` | in `with_transaction_returning_status`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/transactions.rb:28` | in `save`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/transactions.rb:30` | in `rollback_active_record_state!`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/activerecord-4.2.6/lib/active_record/transactions.rb:28` | in `save`
| `/home/oprazak/projects/foreman_openscap/app/controllers/scap_contents_controller.rb:26` | in `create`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/actionpack-4.2.6/lib/action_controller/metal/implicit_render.rb:4` | in `send_action`
| `/home/oprazak/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.1.5/gems/actionpack-4.2.6/lib/abstract_controller/base.rb:198` | in `process_action`

```ruby
03/24/2022
```
Related issues:
Is duplicate of OpenSCAP - Bug #12232: Creating content fails silently when no...  Closed

History
#1 - 09/26/2016 09:11 AM - Marek Hulán
- Project changed from OpenSCAP (top-level) to OpenSCAP
- Triaged set to No

#2 - 11/26/2021 02:22 PM - Ondřej Pražák
- Status changed from New to Duplicate

#3 - 11/26/2021 02:23 PM - Ondřej Pražák
- Is duplicate of Bug #12232: Creating content fails silently when no Openscap proxy available added